




Students worry more about 
textbook costs than tuition
49% would choose one university over another if textbooks 
were free
Having no textbook expenses is more important than almost 
anything else 
65% have opted out of buying a textbook; 94% say they 
suffered academically 







Private, non-profit; 2,900 
student FTE; 25% international 
students
The University’s personality: 
“If it’s good for students, let’s 
do it.” 
“Go for it and figure out the 
details later.”
Lynn’s iPad Initiative
Started with iPad Minis
Fall 2013: SOME 
Fall 2014: MOST
Fall 2015: ALL
Spring 2016: upgrade to iPad Pros
First university in the country to 
adopt iPad Pros at scale
Faculty-Authored iBooks
Faculty mobilized, writing their own 
iBooks; this is voluntary; but deans apply 
pressure 
Stipends: 
$1,500 for a full textbook
$750 for a smaller workbook
$500 for an iBook compose of OER materials
Books given freely to students
Complete* Success! 
45+ iBooks created; many more 
on the way
Dramatically cuts textbook costs
Lynn recognized as an Apple 
Distinguished School twice in a 
row
Students love them
But there were …problems
[*By “complete” we mean “partial”]






















Some bad writing…& serious disorganization
“Not a single one of the 178 
images is cited.”
“She has no idea where her 
most recent .iba file is.”
“I’m not sure how to access 
the drive remotely.”
“This one chapter of hers is 
going to exceed the entire 
length of Jim’s iBook.”
So the Lynn University Digital Press was born
Part of the Library
Developed editorial style guide, 
workflow, contracts, policies & 
procedures
Hired an editor, instructional 
designers
Add multimedia and widgets
Secure and track permissions & 
copyright 
Peer Review
Currently have 8 books peer-
reviewed, working with a 
wonderful company called the 
Grandview Group
iBooks are trialed in the 









Infographics, multimedia  
timelines, interactive images, 
etc. 
Added even more structure
Launched three calls for 
proposals per year
Developed a more thorough 
approval process with the 
deans
Created an editorial board 
We continue herding faculty

OERs and/or library-licensed texts
Working with departments on pilots to eliminate 
purchased textbooks
Find replacements as open educational resources or 
library-licensed e-books
Challenges: very time-consuming; many steps 
involved to find appropriate replacements; some 
faculty resistant/reluctant to change; some books 
disappear
OERs and/or library-licensed texts
Old – Student-purchased texts New – Library-licensed e-texts and OERs
A new print copy of this 
one book is $232; used is 
$199.
In 2017-2018, about 390 
students took this course.
That’s $90,000.
So, what about all the other books? 
We tired of saying this: “We have everything you need at the library! 
…Except, like, what you actually need.”
The textbook collection 
At least one copy of every required textbook 
3-hour loan 
290 titles; Checked out more than 4,500 times
Cost to Lynn: ~$24,000 per year
Saved students: ~$275,000 per year
Challenges: making faculty/students aware; overdues; 
working w/ bookstore to order the right books; faculty 
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